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The Ragland Rattlers$1 Night$1 baseball cap with home team logo$1 program$1 hot dogs$1

drinks$1 popcornBut how much to get the hot pitcher to notice you exist?
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I read this book before pushing this to my 16 year old daughter's Kindle. I found it to be delightfully

void of questionable themes.The main character volunteers her family to host a college age

baseball player for the summer with the ulterior motive of meeting boys in hopes of finding a

boyfriend.The romance is innocent and appropriate for most age groups. There is kissing but

nothing more than that and no sexual innuendo.Generally, I liked the book. Easy reading. I think the

target audience is probably girls age 13-15 but I'm still forwarding it to my 16 year old.

The Boyfriend League seemed very interesting at first. I thought it would end up being a really great

book, but I was somewhat disappointed, it was only okay.Dani loves baseball and boys. So when



she see's an article about her hometown baseball team needing to house players for the summer,

she talks her parents into being a host family so she can find a boyfriend. The problem with this is

she promised not to get involved with the boy staying in her house, and there are a lot of options to

choose from because all of the guys on the team are hot, but they don't seem to be perfect for Dani.

This story had its ups and downs, I really thought a lot of it was super cheesy, and very annoying.

But I liked the relationship between Jason and Dani, and I love how Dani loves baseball, it was

interesting to hear her talk about it like she does. There was a lot of just teen drama in this book,

and a lot of things I just thought were kind of pointless and didn't go well with the story. I would rate

this 3 out of 5 stars.

4 Stars - A very clean but sweet book for younger teenagers. Dani a sports nut, convinces her

family to host a baseball player for the summer that is playing in a summer team near her. Her goal

is to have an in so that she can meet guys and get a boyfriend. But when Jason arrives, they both

are attracted to each other. There is miscommunication that makes Jason think that she's not

interested and tries to back off while another player wants to hang out with her. But at some point

the friendship becomes something more.

Love love love this book! Sexy baseball players and never ending perfect comedic timing. Is you

give this book a pass you ate nuts.

I wish I was in her place..lolSeriously who wouldn't love to house a baseball player!? But she tells

her parents it's just because her love of the sport, we know it's more than that. I liked learning about

all of the baseball players and with what happens with the characters and the baseball players. This

was a funny book! The ending was also very good and you know what happens with everyone in

the end of the summer and who they end up with.Good Book!

This was a good book if you have a few hours to kill. It's cute and the characters are fairly well

developed. Bird is a bit annoying but she is still a realistic character. Also, the fact that such

tomboys who are almost 17 are so preoccupied with getting boyfriends seems a bit unrealistic but

the books holds up and really is an enjoyable read. I caught myself smiling and laughing quite a few

times so I would say this is defiantly worth a read especially if you are going on a long car ride or

something.



Honestly, a great book. No it doesn't have a serious and indepth plot but its chick lit and its cute and

fun. This book involves my two favorite things: Summer & Baseball. I can honestly say I've never

had a baseball player live with me or fall in love with me, but I can say that what happens in this

book I've always wanted in a summer: a cute baseball player. Even if you don't love baseball I think

you'll probably like this book. Read it...I'm glad I did!

I love this book so much. I really like the characters and how it develops. I wish there was a sequel

though
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